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I. INTRODUCTION 
 

In the age of Artificial Intelligence and IOT, a new 

technology which is a part of Industry 4.0 today is 

Digital Twin. Digital twin was officially put forward in 

2002 and its concept was practiced way back in the 

1960s. Scientists at NASA created a replica of the 

physical asset on ground and built a technology to 

match the processes and systems in space. Digital 

twin is nothing but a virtual replica of an actual 

physical asset.  

 

The Digital Twin technology is primarily divided into 

three parts. The actual or physical part, the virtual or 

digital part and the interaction between the two 

parts. The interaction here consists of real time data 

flow from physical asset (sensors, IOT devices, etc.) to 

virtual asset and by running simulations in virtual 

asset, thus providing feedback available from 

simulations in virtual environment to the physical 

environment.  

 

This process allows the on-ground team to take 

immediate actions on the physical asset through 

recommendations identified from simulations of 

virtual environment. There are many applications of 

Digital Twin across various sectors such as  

 

Health care, Education, Energy Resources and many 

more. This paper describes potential use cases of 

digital twin in 12 different industry sectors. The 

impact of the use cases can help the industries in 

various aspects like optimized production and 

budget planning, enhancement in quality testing. 

The industries mentioned here cover a wide range of 

applications, from hardware relation industry 

equipment to fashion choice industry. This paper will  

help in exploring the deeper meaning of digital twin 

applications. 

 

II. DIGITAL TWIN TECHNOLOGY 
Digital twin is a virtual entity supported by AI 

(Artificial Intelligence), IOT (Internet of Things) and 

abundance of data. This helps in creating a digital 

representation of the physical object in 

consideration. The representation can then be 
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simulated in different environments according to the 

requirements to conclude the final state of the 

physical object. Through the simulation many 

insights can be drawn about the object. As can be 

seen in the diagram below, real time data inputs of 

the actual objects helps in creating a digital twin, 

which is then monitored and simulated to 

understand insights to make business decisions. 

 

Fig.1 Workflow of Digital Twin use. 

Today, technological advancements have enabled 

organisations to utilise the benefits offered by Digital 

Twins in multiple domains. The advent of Industry 4.0 

and the availability of technical resources has not 

only helped advancing the usage of Digital twins but 

has also enabled progress and betterment in the 

industries associated that utilise Digital twins. Given 

below are few industries that can benefit heavily 

from this booming technology.  

 

1. Digital Twin in Steel Industry 

Steel manufacturing is a detailed process that has to 

fit the end product to a wide variety of user needs 

and uses. An imperative step in the production of 

steel products is the testing of quality as it often 

varies across the plethora of its utilities. In order to 

effectively test the designs and compositions of the 

end products, a key aid would be the utilisation of 

Digital Twins. A virtual copy of the real-world project 

can subject it to a wide range of conditions to 

confirm the products’ durability and sustainability.  

 

One of the major concerns in the manufacturing of 

steel products is rusting. In this case a digital twin of 

the product can be simulated to test it in different 

weather conditions with varying alloy compositions 

to arrive at the most suitable one. Another area of 

soaring interest is the utilisation of digital twins to 

test the benefits of utilising certain metals in steel 

alloys for kitchenware. The simulations can provide 

health conscious customers a detailed analysis of the 

benefits of using particular steel products making it 

more appealing to the customers and boosting sales. 

The utilisation of steel in construction of large 

structures has been a standard for a long time. 

However, understanding the effects on the strength 

of utilising particular steel varieties has always 

required detailed prototyping and utilisation of 

expensive resources. Industry 4.0 and especially 

Digital twin simulations have been able to provide a 

perfect platform to experiment multiple ratios of 

carbon in steel to arrive at suitable products. In 

addition to understanding the strength of the 

materials, the use of digital twins can also assist in 

determining the optimal amount of materials to be 

used. It can simulate under extreme conditions and 

come up with additions to the composition to help 

optimize the requirements while curtailing excessive 

costs.  

 

2. Digital Twin in Aerospace Industry 

In today's aerospace industry, airlines own large 

fleets of aircraft. These aircrafts have frequent 

maintenance, repair and overhaul (MRO) operations. 

These operations are expensive and require extensive 

planning and scheduling, resulting in significant 

downtime of aircraft that could otherwise be utilised. 

Digital twin is a technology that can effectively tackle 

the challenges associated with such an industry 

requirement.  

 

With the advancements of technology and the 

advantages that it possesses, a virtual model that 

emulates the real time functioning of an airplane can 

be monitored. The simulation of real time data with 

the help of Internet of Things and Data Science 

concepts can play an important role in predictive 

maintenance of aircrafts. With a virtual environment 

to simulate the usage and the external factors that 

can affect the life of an aircraft, we would be able to 

make effective decisions on the MRO cycles. In 

addition to saving costs on MRO operations, we 

would be able to optimize aircraft health to prolong 

its usable life thereby creating larger profit margins. 

 

Also outer-space travel is a growing industry that has 

many unpredictable circumstances. This uncertainty 

of factors often leads to catastrophic design failures 

or excessive precautions being taken thereby 

increasing the prices. With the utilisation of today’s 

technological advancements we would be able to 

simulate these varying and dynamic scenarios. A 

digital twin of a spacecraft design when built and 
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constrained to the various external factors that 

influence the safety of the spacecraft can help to 

optimize the designing and planning of the same.  

 

Outer space environmental factors such as excessive 

pressure, sudden solar flares, electro-magnetic 

radiations and objects that may damage the 

spacecraft are really expensive to be achieved real 

time on earth. With the Industry 4.0 tech of Digital 

twin a craft can be designed to survive in harsh 

climates and at the same time would save up costs in 

Research and development. In addition to cutting 

down the costs, the time taken to re design and test 

new prototypes would be much shorter as a physical 

sample is not necessary to emulate the conditions 

using the digital twin. 

 

3. Digital Twin in Healthcare Industry 

Clinical Trials is a very complex and expensive phase 

of drug development. There are numerous 

regulations & spiraling costs involved. In addition to 

this, patient recruitment and retention is a huge 

challenge.  A digital twin can be a potential solution. 

Enormous amount of data has been collected over 

the past few years in all the clinical trials that have 

been performed, most of it is already in a digital 

format. Combining this data with the patient pool 

requirement for a particular clinical trial (at any 

phase), predictions can be made around how a 

patient’s body would react to the drug, will it result 

in any complications, are there any patient exclusions 

to be made, etc.  

 

Before starting the actual clinical trial, the simulations 

can be carried out on the digital twin. This can help 

to save the cost, effort and reduce/eliminate the 

negative impact (if any) on the participating patients. 

Another aspect would be of serious ailments.  

 

The journey of a cancer patient with all the side 

effects of the disease and the treatment is an 

exhausting one. With the good it can do to your 

body by getting rid of the tumor, the treatment can 

also have a lot of after effects by affecting your 

healthy cells, hair loss, loss of appetite and many 

more. After all this, there is no assurance that the 

treatment will work or if it works, the tumor wont 

relapse. To deal with such scenarios, creating a 

digital twin of every patient might be of help. The 

idea is to create a virtual twin of every cancer patient 

and feed in the data about the treatment given and 

the effect observed. This can help us understand how 

the body of a similar patient reacts to a particular 

medication/procedure and decisions can be made 

based on the same. The medication/procedure with 

higher probability of success for that specific patient 

can be chosen instead of the old trial and error way 

of selecting a treatment 

 

4. Digital Twin in Production & Manufacturing 

Industry 

Large organisations often have huge stockpiles of 

the product in warehouses. However these stockpiles 

are concentrated in certain regions and their 

effective transport to the regions of necessity is a 

monumental task. These supply chains often are 

highly coordinated yet they are stressed and lead to 

failures when an unprecedented event occurs. Digital 

twins can help simulate these sudden rises and drops 

in supply, in order to meet the production demands 

and make the whole process seamless.  

 

In addition to be able to handle sudden spikes or 

drops, Digital twins can also be utilised to identify 

the optimum regions of stockpiles and accordingly 

help in planning. The utilisation of digital twins can 

prove to be a major breakthrough in this domain 

owing to the gargantuan amounts of data available 

regarding these processes. [1] In many multiple 

process cycles associated with the manufacturing 

industry, a majority of the steps are initiated in serial 

order thereby taking up longer times to complete 

the process. In addition to inefficiency it also leads to 

bottlenecks in the process that could prove to be 

trigger points to cause a major fault in the 

manufacturing process.  

 

Digital twin technologies could help identify tasks 

that can be executed in parallel there by optimizing 

and improving the overall cycle. At the same time 

with the help of the digital twin technology, the 

bottlenecks identified can be simulated and 

monitored in order to be able to rightly manage the 

load on these steps in the cycle.[5][11] 

 

5. Digital Twin in E-Commerce Industry 

Many e-commerce platforms have been able to 

achieve a customized shopping experience for a 

specific demographic. The recommendations are 

provided based on search history of the specific 

demographic. For example: Females between the age 

of 18-29 might prefer to buy a certain style of dress. 

The use of digital twins can bring a disruption in the 

current shopping experience by giving 
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recommendations to every customer based on their 

own likings. By bringing into consideration their 

search history (in and out of the platform), the kind 

of products they have viewed, added in cart, 

products in their wish-list, based on the products 

they have purchased in the past, a very personalized 

shopping experience can be provided to the 

customer. Interlinking categories to make 

recommendations, e.g. suggest merchandise based 

on the shows they watch or books they read, can be 

used too. By showing the customer exactly what 

he/she might like, the conversion rate can be 

improved drastically.  

 

[4] Another way to elevate the conversion rate is by 

addressing the issue of buyers being skeptical to buy 

products in certain categories through an e-

commerce platform. It is observed that buyers don’t 

prefer to buy products in the categories of furniture 

or apparels from online platforms as they aren’t sure 

of how it will look in their home or on them. For 

clothes – will they fit or no, will the color and style 

suit, them etc. For furniture – how the sofa will look 

in their house with the stuff they already have etc. 

Consider the clothes use case: To give a better 

experience, a digital twin can be created for the user 

by asking him to upload a picture of him/herself and 

getting the list of their likes and dislikes (e.g. in terms 

of color or styles).  

 

The digital twin will be used to make a wide range of 

recommendations to the customer by showing 

him/her how it actually looks. This can be based on 

their past purchases, purchases of the similar 

demographics, etc. Some other parameters like the 

height, style preferences etc. can also be taken from 

the user to make better suggestions. For e.g. Jess 

wants to buy a cocktail dress. She absolutely loves 

red, black, is open to shades of blue but totally 

dislikes pink. Now as Jess has uploaded her photo we 

know her body type. She has given her color 

preferences too. So based on this, we can make Jess 

some recommendations and show how they would 

look on her!  

 

6. Digital Twin in Energy production Industry 

Repair time of the well in the oil field largely depends 

on rig scheduling and thus having an optimized rig 

schedule is mandatory to avoid non-productive time 

of the well. This nonproductive time (NPT) leads to 

oil-well running dry due to non-availability of repair. 

So using Artificial Intelligence and meta-heuristics 

optimization, many industries are coming up with 

optimized rig scheduling repair sequences to repair 

the wells thus avoiding NPT. A more advanced 

application of this use case is using a digital twin of 

complete well and the rig.  

 

A digital twin of physical asset helps them perform 

various operations from the real time data of oil field 

such as well and fluid parameters in real time 

scenario which are fluid-flow rate, density, viscosity 

etc.Some of these parameters constantly change 

with change in weather conditions and with 

operations performed on well in real time. Having 

recommendations handy during these operations is 

very important as rig scheduling is an expensive 

operation to move a rig from one place to another. 

Also, every rig has a capacity to repair specific 

maintenance levels of the well.  

 

So optimizing it is one of the fields which is dealt 

using AI. The alerts and the recommendations 

generated after the operation is performed should 

be identified in advance to deal with that scenario. 

Hence by running various simulations of real time 

data and using various real time well and fluid 

parameters, recommendations are generated to 

tackle all the problems occurring with pre-empt 

solutions. 

 

Digital twins foresee maintenance. Back in 2002-

2003, NASA was the first to use the concept of digital 

twin in maintenance and repairs, on-ground 

operations for rockets. Digital twins can also be used 

similarly in many oil and gas operations one of which 

includes oil refineries. In an oil refinery there is high 

maintenance cost involved for compressors, heat 

pumps and exchangers and many other parts and 

equipment which need to be maintained properly. 

Using Artificial Intelligence, predictive maintenance 

in this sector is highly advanced today.  

 

But there are real time scenarios where predictive 

maintenance fails to identify the cause due to 

unconventional issues not observed before. Similarly, 

predictive maintenance predicts the probability of 

failure but identifying the cause of failure with 

recommendations in real time still heavily depends 

on on-ground experts and refinery operations 

experts. So, digital twins act as a catalyst for this kind 

of machine interpretability. where we need real time 

recommendations to deal with that problem. 

Generating simulations from real time data and 
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having a set of recommendations handy, operators 

and the maintenance teams know when maintenance 

should be performed to proactively address the 

issues before they become a severe problem. This 

improves the plant planning and thus avoids the 

refinery plant shutdowns which will reduce down 

time, non-productive time, prolong maintenance 

intervals and thus have potential output in 

production. 

 

7. Digital Twin in Industrial Equipment   

With the introduction of robots in the industrial 

process several organisations are aiming to produce 

and create custom equipment to suit the customers 

needs. The designing of these equipment always 

coincides with the utilisation of expensive resources 

to generate prototypes and test them in the field. 

With a digital twin of the equipment, we are able to 

identify the areas of improvements for a particular 

equipment and customise it to suit the needs of the 

customer. Equipment manufacturers by utilising the 

DT can successfully iterate through multiple 

prototypes required in order to finally arrive at a 

suitable end product. At the same time the simulated 

environment of the digital twin would also be able to 

provide an understanding of how the equipment 

performs over time and the necessary maintenance 

and upgrades needed to be done in order to 

optimize the output of the industrial process.[5] 

 

Industrial processes involving heavy equipment often 

involve the synchronous working of multiple 

equipment simultaneously.  These equipment often 

are designed to act individually however for many 

situations they are paired up to increase the output. 

In order to decide the best combination of 

equipment that would enhance the industrial outputs 

digital twin technology can be utilised. With the help 

of digital twins multiple combinations of the 

equipment can be experimented on till an optimum 

combination can be achieved. In addition to finding 

an optimum combination, we would also be able to 

understand the future costs and outputs and decide 

which equipment systems work best in the long 

run.[6] 

 

8. Digital Twin in Telecommunication Industry 

Tower management in the telecom sector is of high 

importance. The tower sites which are in remote 

areas are difficult to manage due to inaccessibility of 

immediate equipment in that area and thus they 

require constant monitoring. There are various 

equipment such as batteries, power generators, 

warning light alerts, base station equipment on 

telecom sites. Telecom companies collect more 250+ 

variables in real time such as frequency of network, 

bandwidths, temperature, wind speed and other 

sensor networks which are all collected in databases 

for performing network analytics, improving 

network-handoff algorithms and various other use 

cases. So along with the power of Artificial 

Intelligence, the digital twin comes into picture. All 

this data is fed to the digital twin of a tower which 

then allows the field operators and the site managers 

to proactively tackle the problems on ground. By 

creating a twin of physical assets and generating 

simulations, the performance and life cycle of the 

equipment increase due to early recommendations 

of actions being taken on ground. This in turn also 

helps telecom companies in designing their new sites 

with a caution of all known problems experienced 

through simulations and thus enhancing their design 

efficiency. 

 

9. Digital Twin in Textile Industry 

With the growing popularity of fast fashion and the 

multitudes of options available for customers in the 

textile industry there is a huge scope for the 

utilisation of Digital twins in this domain. Digital 

twins can be utilised in multiple ways, they can be 

utilised to come up with new styles and designs by 

taking an input of particular clothing style, patterns 

and colours. Secondly it can also understand a 

person’s specific choices and come up with a style 

unique to the person. This can also be simulated in a 

specific demographic to understand its acceptance, 

and analyse what sort of clothing is currently 

trending in the market. [7] 

 

Clothes are generally produced in bulk with a 

minimal analysis on the quantity and distribution of 

the end product. This often leads to a drop in prices 

if overproduced or a gap in the supply demand 

margins often causing companies to lose out on 

increasing revenue. If the same decision is aided by 

the use of Digital twins, an accurate estimate of the 

quantity and distribution can be made using a variety 

of inputs. Simulated based on conditions and choices 

of the public the requirements can be  analysed to 

make the production process effective. This quantity 

can help reduce the shop residuals and at the same 

time aim at optimizing raw material usage.  [8] 

As mentioned for the E-commerce industry, 

purchasing experience can be enhanced using digital 
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twins. This can also be used to perfectly choose 

outfits for people on a daily basis, this will depend on 

the mood, month, weather conditions. location, 

schedule of the person, comfort and also the choice 

of the individual.  

 

10. Digital Twin in Consumer Electronics Industry 

The consumer electronics industry is rapidly growing 

with new technologies being used every day by 

manufacturers in their products. Some upgrades are 

applauded and widely accepted versus others that 

just go unnoticed. For e.g. When the phones with the 

pop-up front camera feature were launched, they did 

not get the expected reaction from the potential 

buyer. Development and manufacturing of products 

is a time, money and effort intensive process. After 

an extensive investment of all three, if the outcome is 

not satisfactory, it is all in vain. Use of digital twins of 

its potential buyers can help them understand their 

buyers much better and spend time and money on 

upgrades that will be better accepted in the market. 

If the buyer's nerve is understood well, the products 

can be designed and marketed in a more efficient 

way as to reach the right set of potential buyers. The 

design of the products can be motivated by the 

choices of its potential buyers which can make it a 

blockbuster. [3] 

 

11. Digital Twin in Education Industry 

The idea of utilising Digital twin simulations in 

education has been around for a while as students 

through their education journey find it challenging to 

visualise huge complex machinery. In lines with these 

simulations, it can be extended further to the 

simulation of chemical experiments. Often several 

precautions need to be undertaken in chemical labs 

as they get dangerous, so initially guidance and 

demonstrations could be accomplished using Digital 

twin simulation. This would encourage creativity and 

enable different methods and complex lab 

experiments to be simulated. The utilisation of digital 

twins can be extended to other subjects like 

Architecture where buildings can be constructed by 

students using simulations to help understand how 

such an architecture would work in a long time. It 

would enable practical learning and at the same time 

build interest in students. [9][10] 

 

With the massive amounts of data available today, 

the idea of a digital twin of one's own self doesn’t lie 

in the realm of science fiction anymore. A digital twin 

of one's own self can be built to have identical skills 

and intellectual prowess. This digital twin would 

permit one to rapidly learn new concepts and ideate 

effectively as it would be able to gather relevant 

information from multiple sources. This data could 

be constructed as personalised courses that would 

enable one to learn swifter and more effectively. In 

addition to skill enhancement, such digital twins 

would also be useful in coming up with a list of 

unbiased strengths and weaknesses enabling the 

construction of a virtual resume that can be targeted 

by the user for self-betterment.  

 

12. Digital Twin in Food Industry 

High Quality Production is imperative to maintain 

brand value. Many times discrepancies due to 

manual or machinery errors result in the quality of 

the produced batch to be low or the shelf life of the 

product to be low. In such scenarios, a small change 

in the parameters of electric motors, current, leads to 

poor quality of production. The expertise knowledge 

of being able to judge the quality of produced batch 

can be determined only after running the production 

process in real time and then conducting quality 

tests.  

 

Using digital twins of physical assets, simulations of 

various parameters using real time data will act as a 

monitoring and precautionary tool to avoid the poor 

quality batch processing of products. Every 

simulation generated will be tested in real conditions 

to constantly receive feedback and learn better. 

Initially it can be tested on the virtual asset to predict 

the condition based on simulations in a virtual 

environment. Once predicted, it is then tested in real 

time conditions. It can also be used to identify 

patterns in production that were simulated for early 

recommendation. This would aid the process by 

saving overhead charges as well as overall 

optimization. 

 

One more example of using digital twins in the food 

industry is personalised recommendation of recipes. 

Today Artificial Intelligence technology is able to 

identify the contents of the products. Identifying 

which recipe is the best purely depends on the 

ratings received by the customer or by any specific 

feedback mechanism. Using the digital twin of the 

product recipes, simulations can help us provide 

enhanced recipes and rate it based on the feedback 

received from the chefs, customers.  
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It will help us recommend specific recipes and the 

properties and come up with a recommended recipe 

in a virtual environment with new additions to it 

through best identified simulations of data. The 

variables in this scenario would be types of 

ingredients used, the quantity of each ingredient in 

that recipe, time taken to prepare that recipe, 

importance of each ingredient in the product, 

combination of ingredients in the product. Using 

these variables, a new recipe with enhanced taste can 

be created by using simulations in the virtual 

environment. 

 

III. CONCLUSION 

 
In conclusion, as digital twins offer a real-time look at 

what’s happening with the physical assets and help 

predict the future scenarios, it can radically alleviate 

the cost burdens. In applications in industries like E-

commerce, Food, Textile, Education, Electronics and 

others, it can help understand the end-consumer and 

improve the way the products are designed and help 

improve customer satisfaction. Production and  

Manufacturing, Steel, Energy industries can save time 

and money by optimizing the manufacturing 

processes and simulating the prototypes virtually. 

The domains of Aerospace and Healthcare can be 

revolutionized by bringing in the digital twin 

technology to reduce the cost and risk involved. 
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